
Notice of Outcome of Police Misconduct Hearing 
(Regulation 36 Police (Conduct) Regulations 2012) 

 
Officer concerned: FORMER PS PAUL STOREY 
Date of hearing: 21st March – 04th April, 2022 
Name of person chairing: MS EILEEN HERLIHY 
Name of panel members: MR MARK DENT, SUPT CHRIS GREEN 
 
REGULATION 21 ALLEGATIONS 
 
PS PAUL STOREY, whilst a police officer serving with the Metropolitan Police, 
your conduct is alleged to have fallen below the standard expected of a 
serving police officer in such a way that you have contravened the Standards 
of Professional Behaviour. It is alleged that your conduct amounted to gross 
misconduct as set out below. 
 
Allegations relating to Officer A 
 
1. On the evening of 30 October 2013 at 53 Victoria Road, Chelmsford, you 
assaulted Officer A by grabbing her by the throat, dragging her down the stairs, and 
throwing her onto a table. 
 
2. On an evening in or around January or February 2014, you engaged in sexual 
activity with Officer A without her consent. At or around 22:00, you pulled Officer A 
towards you, placing her in front of you on all fours. Officer A had told you that she 
did not want to have sexual intercourse. You penetrated Officer A’s vagina and then 
her anus with your penis. You knew or ought to have known that your actions were 
without Officer A’s consent and any reasonable belief in her consent. Your actions 
amounted to sexual assault. 
 
3. Over the course of your relationship with Officer A from 2012 to 2014, you 
subjected her to controlling or coercive behaviour. This included locking Officer A out 
of your house on a hot day when she was unwell and refusing her water, deliberating 
isolating Officer A from her friends and family, and monitoring her social media 
accounts. This behaviour had a substantial adverse effect on Officer A’s day to day 
activities. 
  
 
Allegations relating to Officer B 
 
4. In the course of your relationship with Officer B you assaulted her on the 
following occasions: 
 

a. On the night of 31 December 2014 / 1 January 2015, after returning 
home from a bar, you assaulted Officer B by hitting her around the head with a 
whisky bottle. 
 
b. On or around 12 October 2015 you assaulted Officer B in the car park 
of Jack Brown House Patrol Base. This involved your running at Officer B, 



grabbing her by the throat, and pushing her onto her car. You then grabbed her 
by the jaw and after releasing her you jumped onto her car, causing dents in 
the car’s bonnet. 
 
c. On 4 January 2017, after attending a Christmas pantomime, you made 
undermining remarks towards Officer B in the company of your respective 
children, saying words to the effect of “Oh mummy’s just weak, just weak she 
is”. On returning home, you then pushed Officer B in the presence of your 
daughter.  
 
d. On 5 January 2017, after an argument between you and Officer B, you 
assaulted her by grabbing her around the neck, throwing her down onto a bed, 
and pinning her down by her throat, resulting in red marks around her neck. 
 
e. On an occasion in May or June 2017, you and Officer B had an 
argument whilst in bed, which lead to you pushing Officer B out of the bed. 
When Officer B told you to leave her alone, you assaulted her by grabbing her 
round the throat and throwing her against the door frame. You kept hold of 
Officer B to the point that she had difficulty breathing.  
 
f. On 8 August 2017, after Officer B returned home from a counselling session, 
you assaulted her by grabbing hold of her and throwing her against a chest of 
drawers, causing bruising to her legs. You also punched a hole in a wardrobe.  
 
g. On a further occasion in 2017, during an argument with Officer B, you 
assaulted her by pushing her with force against a mirror on a wall. 

 
5. In or around late 2015 or early 2016 you engaged in sexual activity with 
Officer B without her consent. Whilst you were both in the living room of your home, 
you penetrated Officer B’s vagina with your fingers, before undressing her and 
walking her to the dining room table. You then bent Officer B over the table and 
penetrated her vagina from behind her with your penis whilst pulling her hair. After 
the intercourse ended, you said words to the effect of “That wasn’t right was it?”.  
You knew or ought to have known that your actions were without Officer B’s consent 
and any reasonable belief in her consent. Your actions amounted to sexual assault. 
 
6. On an occasion in October or November 2015 at Jack Brown House Patrol 
Base, you and Officer B had an argument, after which you threw your radio into the 
wall causing a hole.  
 
7. On 20 June 2017, after an argument with Officer B following a family birthday 
party, you smashed Officer B’s framed family photographs.  
 
8. In the course of your relationship with Officer B you subjected her to 
controlling or coercive behaviour, including deliberating limiting her contact with 
friends and family, controlling her social media accounts, and making degrading 
comments about her in front of your children. This behaviour had a substantial 
adverse effect on Officer B’s day to day activities. 
 
Breaches of the Standards of Professional Behaviour 



 
9. It is alleged that your conduct as set out above was in breach of the 
Standards of Professional Behaviour, specifically the Standard relating to conduct, in 
that it would bring discredit on the police service and undermine public confidence in 
policing. 
 
10. It is further alleged that such conduct, individually and cumulatively, was a 
breach of the Standards of Professional Behaviour so serious that your dismissal 
would be justified, and therefore amounts to gross misconduct.  
 
 
Background 
Response to the Allegations 
With regard to the Allegations as contained in the Regulation 21 Notice; Mr Storey 
denies the Allegations. We have considered Mr Storey’s Regulation 22 Response and 
the submissions made on his behalf in reaching the decisions we have made.   
 
Burden and Standard of Proof 
We have taken into consideration that the burden is on the Appropriate Authority 
(“AA”) to prove that Mr Storey behaved in the manner that is alleged; and that in doing 
so he breached the Standards of Professional Behaviour; and that the manner of the 
breach is of such a nature or degree that it amounts to misconduct or gross 
misconduct. We have reminded ourselves that we do not need to make a finding on 
every issue and need only make findings on those issues which we believe to be 
relevant and material to the Allegations. 
 

Mr Storey was represented by Ms Rebecca Hadgett. The Appropriate Authority (“AA”) 
was represented by Mr Andrew Waters. We heard oral evidence from Mr Storey, two 
female police officers who we have anonymised as Officer A and Officer B (who are 
the complainants in these proceedings), the father and sister of Officer A, the mother 
of Officer B, Ms Laura Cushway, Ms Jill Zelinsky, PC Georgina Harmer, PC Mercedes 
Rawle and PC Elaine Graham. We have also considered the following documents; 

1. The AA’s bundle of documents comprising the Investigating Officer’s report, 
including the statements of the witnesses, witness statements from others we did not 
hear oral evidence from, interview transcripts, emails, photographs and documents 
listed in the Index thereto comprising pages 1- 901. We also considered additional 
bundles in respect of Officer A and Officer B which included medical notes, emails, 
text messages and an interview transcript in respect of Officer B. Both Counsel 
submitted written closing submissions. We also received a separate bundle of 
character evidence comprising 13 statements. The hearing was conducted in person 
and in public. 

2. Regulation 22 response submitted on behalf of Mr Storey.   

3. We have also carefully considered the written statements of Mrs Sue Storey and Mr 
Stephen Storey who it had initially been intended to call as witnesses but Ms Hadgett 
decided not to call them unless the Panel had any specific questions for them. The 



Panel considered their statements to be comprehensive and confirmed that they had 
no specific questions for either witness and they were accordingly not called. 

We have also given due consideration to the Standards of Professional Behaviour as 
set out in the Police (Conduct) Regulations 2012 and the relevant Home Office 
Guidance. In addition, we have reminded ourselves that the overriding concern is 
fairness to Mr Storey and the AA. Finally, we have reminded ourselves that the 
purpose of professional disciplinary proceedings is not, primarily punishment, but to 
protect the public and to maintain the high standards and good reputation of the Police 
Service. 
 

Findings of fact  

General Findings 

Mr Storey faces 14 substantive allegations arising from his two relationships with 
Officer A and Officer B and we have begun, (as did the representatives in their 
submissions) by making general finding in relation to a number of issues which are 
highly relevant to our consideration of the allegations and our consideration of 
credibility. It is Mr Storey’s case that all the allegations are untrue and therefore must 
be false and as submitted the stark issue which we have to resolve is who is telling 
the truth and who is lying or mistaken.  
We heard oral evidence from Mr Storey and Officer A and Officer B and we find on 
the balance of probabilities that we preferred the evidence of Officers A and B and 
found their accounts to be 
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Findings of fact  

General Findings 

Mr Storey faces 14 substantive allegations arising from his two relationships with 
Officer A and Officer B and we have begun, (as did the representatives in their 
submissions) by making general finding in relation to a number of issues which are 
highly relevant to our consideration of the allegations and our consideration of 
credibility. It is Mr Storey’s case that all the allegations are untrue and therefore must 
be false and as submitted the stark issue which we have to resolve is who is telling 
the truth and who is lying or mistaken.  

We heard oral evidence from Mr Storey and Officer A and Officer B and we find on 
the balance of probabilities that we preferred the evidence of Officers A and B and 
found their accounts to be more credible. We found them to be honest and truthful 
witnesses who gave evidence under what they found to be extremely difficult 
circumstances.  We found that notwithstanding they did not know each other and 
had not met; that their accounts are remarkably similar and mutually supportive of 
one another; they both allege physical and psychological abuse and rape.  

In making our general findings we considered a number of matters and began by 
considering how the allegations had initially been made by the complainants, 
whether the allegations were falsely made, the motivation for making the allegations, 
the scope for collusion, whether the complainants may have influenced one another 



either consciously or subconsciously by what they learned when they spoke to one 
another by telephone on 25/9/2017, and whether there was an exaggeration and 
embellishment of their allegations. 

We initially considered whether either of the complainants had fabricated their claims 
and what their motivation would be for doing so.  

In respect of Officer A, it is claimed that her motivation for fabricating the allegations 
in September 2017 was to prevent Mr Storey being transferred to work in the same 
area where she was working. It is not disputed that prior to making the allegations 
Officer A had expressed concerns about Mr Storey coming to work in her area, 
initially raising this in February 2017 but she had made no allegations against Mr 
Storey notwithstanding that their relationship had substantially ended in early 2014 
prior to the commencement of his relationship with Officer B in August 2014. We did 
not find that Officer A was motivated to make the allegations against Mr Storey to 
stop him coming into her borough and we find that the trigger for her complaint was 
the telephone conversation she had with Officer B just prior to her interview with a 
Met police detective on 26/09/2017. It was Officer A’s evidence that there had been 
a number of conversations with supervisors prior to making the formal allegations 
and that she had told people about the controlling and coercive behaviour of Mr 
Storey but the catalyst for her making formal allegations was when she spoke to 
Officer B who had contacted her via third parties. It is not disputed that Officer A was 
not the instigator of the contact; it was Officer B who had sought out the contact.  

We found Officer A to be an impressive witness who had good recall of events 
although she accepted that there were some conversations with some witnesses 
where she had made disclosures after the end of the relationship that she could not 
recall, we found that in respect of the material allegations her evidence was 
consistent. She was very clear in her evidence that hearing someone else (Officer B) 
had been raped by a man who had raped her was severely traumatising and was the 
worst sentence she had heard in her life; that she felt she should have done better, 
she said she had felt it was her fault and if she had been strong enough to report it in 
the first place, he would not have had the opportunity to do it someone else. 

Officer A made a lengthy statement dated 1/10/2017 concerning her conversation 
with Officer B that had taken place on 25/9/2017; her interview with the Met Police 
when she made her allegations, was made the day after her conversation with 
Officer B. The statement and interview are both very close in time to the 
conversation she had with Officer B at a time when Officer A is likely to have had 
very good recall of what they said to one another. It is apparent from Officer A's 
statement of 1/10/2017 that she was approached to speak to Officer B on 25/9/2017 
at 13:00 hours and the statement sets out her text exchanges with PC Natalie Melvin 
who had approached her at the request of PC Mercedes Rawle on behalf of Officer 
B as to whether she would speak to Officer B. It is clear from the text exchanges that 
Officer A is unsure whether she should speak to Officer B but does reply ‘I am just 
worried he has done some awful stuff to her that he has done to me’. Officer A states 
that the phone call with Officer B took place at 18:22 hours for one hour during which 
they got cut off and then Officer B called back at 19:22 hours and they spoke for a 
further 16 minutes. She makes a formal allegation the following day and has her 
interview with a Met detective at the Sapphire Unit at 15;33 less than 24 hours later. 
We find that Officer A is entirely credible when she says that the suggestion that as a 



26-year-old police officer, that she and Officer B would convince one another to 
throw their careers down the drain, commit perjury, pervert the course of justice and 
in 1 hour and 15 minutes come up with enough detail so that their accounts 
accorded was ridiculous. 

We found Officer A’s evidence that it was the telephone conversation with Officer B 
that so concerned her that she finally decided to make formal allegations against Mr 
Storey to be very credible and is supported by the speed with which she acted to 
make the formal allegations almost immediately after their telephone call.  

It is apparent from consideration of the evidence that in any event Officer A had 
made some significant disclosures prior to the formal allegations made in September 
2017. An examination of Officer A’s GP records shows that on 5 March 2013 she 
had disclosed to her GP that her relationship had come to an end and that she could 
now see that her ex was very controlling and aggressive, this was made at the time 
during her relationship with Mr Storey between 2012 and 2014. Likewise, Officer A 
had disclosed to Occupational Health in July 2016 that Mr Storey had been 
physically and mentally abusive to her and had raped her. In addition, it was the 
evidence of a friend of Officer A, Miss Zelinsky, that she had received snap chats 
and WhatsApp messages at the end of 2013 and beginning of 2014 from Officer A 
which showed bruises that Officer A had initially attributed to sports injuries but 
subsequently in a WhatsApp exchange told her that these had been caused by Mr 
Storey and that he was abusive towards her. The witness was able to date the 
exchanges to a period at the end of 2013 – 2014 as the exchanges had taken place 
when she was living at her mother’s home and she had subsequently moved that 
year. Miss Zelinsky had never met Mr Storey and we see no reason to doubt her 
evidence. 

Mr Storey’s explanation for why Officer A would make these allegations were that 
there was a dispute about a car loan which she had taken out in her name to provide 
him with a car as he was unable to secure credit due to having previously 
accumulated debts and this had left her with a £3000 loss when the relationship 
ended, that she had badmouthed him about the car loan and his cheating and that 
there was an occasion when he had attempted to drop off her belongings at a police 
station but she had not wanted to see him and he did not in fact see her. We do not 
find that any of these reasons provide any credible motive for Officer A having 
fabricated what she was telling her GP, occupational health or Miss Zelinsky prior to 
September 2017, or indeed for making the formal allegations in 2017 and then 
pursuing them through to these Misconduct Proceedings some five years later.  

With regard to Officer B, it has been suggested by Mr Storey that she has fabricated 
allegations in order to use them as leverage within divorce proceedings which were 
filed shortly prior to the allegations being made. However, it is clear from the 
evidence, and was not disputed by Mr Storey that the property he lived in with Officer 
B was owned by her, that the mortgage was in her sole name; that there were no 
children from the relationship and the only financial outcome was that Mr Storey had 
made a claim against Officer B for a financial settlement of £15,000 and had 
received £10,000. Mr Storey had initially claimed he had not made a financial claim 
but in answer to our questions it emerged that he had initially claimed £15,000. This 
was a very short marriage of 2 years and any financial claim that Mr Storey had 



against Officer B would be limited and we do not believe that this was a motivation 
by Officer B to fabricate allegations against Mr Storey. 

We do not find that the evidence in any event supports Mr Storey’s claim in respect 
of Officer B’s motivation as we note that even after the relationship ended in August 
2017 and Mr Storey moved out of Officer B’s home, that she was still thinking of 
reviving the relationship and having him back. This is apparent from the exchange of 
text messages with Mr Storey and in her own statement made on 15/5/2018 where 
Officer B says that she had contacted Officer A as Mr Storey was bombarding her 
with emails and WhatsApp text messages and she was on the verge of getting back 
together but needed to speak to Officer A in order to determine if she was making 
the right decision to renew the relationship and that she was not making the biggest 
mistake of her life. We noted the CRIS report and the entry of a meeting with Officer 
B and the police officers investigating Officer A’s allegations is dated 6/10/2017. This 
entry records that Officer B was extremely distressed, her hands were constantly 
shaking throughout the conversation, she broke down in tears and that it was clear 
she was suffering emotionally a great deal. The purpose of the meeting was to see if 
Officer B would give an evidential account following the disclosure that had been 
made by Officer A. It is clear at this time that Officer B does not want to give an 
interview and she sets out a whole host of reasons why she does not want to do so 
which included that she was worried about gossip, that Mr Storey would have a lot of 
support, counter allegations that Mr Storey might make, that she was scared of him, 
that she could lose her house, she had financial concerns and she was concerned 
for him, as despite everything he was her husband. Her expressions of concern for 
Mr Storey are not the credible reaction to someone who is trying to fabricate a false 
claim.  

Further we note the statement of PC Rawle made on 5/10/2017 the day before 
Officer B saw the investigating officers and she records speaking to Officer B the day 
after her conversation with Officer A and she refers to Officer B being hysterical, that 
she said she was petrified. She records that the next day she had a message from 
Officer B saying that she was on the edge of a nervous breakdown, she had not 
slept, she was shaking constantly, she was an absolute mess, was looking over her 
shoulder every time she goes out to the point where she will not leave the house and 
she refers to her life being so fucked.  

We observed Officer B give evidence and again found her to be a very credible 
witness and that she became very visibly distressed at several times during her 
evidence, that she on occasion was physically shaking and we found that she was 
not someone who had made the allegations very readily and had been most 
reluctant to do so and was in no way motivated to make any false allegations. 

In addition, we also heard oral evidence from PC Rawle who we also found to be a 
very credible witness who gave her evidence without hesitation and was very certain 
about what she had observed and heard. Both her two statements are dated very 
close to the events which she witnessed in time and are likely to be accurate 
accounts. We found that PC Rawle was a very balanced witness having initially been 
a friend and colleague of Mr Storey and that her evidence was objective. 

We do not find that there can be any criticism made of the two officers for their 
decision to talk to one another and we find that the manner in which the approach 



was made was entirely credible in the context of the allegations. They were clearly 
talking to one another as victims and not as police officers and that they had both 
been abused by Mr Storey over a number of years.  The evidence is that they both 
suffered mental health consequences as a result of their relationship with Mr Storey. 
We did not find that the complainants could be criticised for the delay in making their 
allegations and that such a delay is entirely unsurprising given the nature of the 
allegations, and the reasons that they both gave in evidence as to their extreme 
reluctance to make the allegations. These reasons were that Mr Storey was senior in 
rank to them, he had some influence, that they might not be believed, that they were 
concerned that the allegations would be known to colleagues and within their place 
of work. In the case of Officer A that she was at the very start of her career, she was 
considerably younger than Mr Storey and was worried about future consequences. 
Their telephone encounter is entirely credible in the context of their allegations and it 
is quite clear from their telephone exchange that they had not indicated to one 
another whether they were going to make any formal complaint.  

As we have stated, we have not found that the complainants conspired to fabricate 
their accounts and we do not find that their accounts have been contaminated or 
embellished as a result of their speaking to one another. It is very striking how similar 
both their accounts are, as to the abusive language that Mr Storey used, the way he 
assaulted them, his putting his hands around their throats, his violence and loss of 
control, damaging property, his attempt to isolate them from friends and family, and 
that he had raped both of them. There is evidence to support what they had told 
others before they spoke to one another which we have already noted in respect of 
Officer A. Another example of this is the very striking phrase that they both referred 
to when they spoke to each other about Mr Storey having said to both of them that; “I 
only fuck you from behind so that I do not have to see your fucking ugly face”. PC 
Rawle in her statement of the 5/10/2017 at page 609 recounts the deterioration in 
Officer B’s relationship with Mr Storey from June 2017 prior to their splitting up and 
refers to a meeting with Officer B over the summer of 2017 that started initially in a 
coffee shop then moved to PC Rawle’s car. During this meeting she records that 
Officer B discloses what had happened in the previous month in her relationship with 
Mr Storey, the failed IVF and that Mr Storey had made the comment that “I only fuck 
you from behind so I do not have to look at your ugly face”. This was recorded by PC 
Rawle as having been said before Officer B had a conversation with Officer A. When 
the complainants speak in September, Officer A records that Officer B had begun to 
say “he used to say things like, the reason I fuck you from behind..” and then Officer 
A said she finished the sentence “is because you are so fucking ugly I do not want to 
look at your face.” A phrase that both officers attribute to Mr Storey, which is highly 
offensive and the manner in which the use of this phrase was disclosed is highly 
supportive of their not colluding in the telling of their accounts. 

Questions were initially put to Mr Storey whether he had made this comment to 
Officer A and he denied he had ever said it or anything similar and said that it was 
absurd as Officer A was facially very pretty and it was one of the things, he had 
noticed about her and that to suggest she was ugly was absurd.  In answer to 
questions from the Panel about this phrase Mr Storey denied ever saying those 
words and when asked why both the complainants refer to this specific phrase said 
that he thought both of the complainants had pretty faces and that it was a horrible 
thing to say. He was asked why other people would have also reported that the 



complainants told them that he had used the phrase and said that they had various 
similar friends and that there may have been interactions between them. He said it 
was a coincidence and was uncanny as both of them were unusually attractive and 
neither of them had ugly faces and he believes that they had conspired together by 
claiming that he had used this phrase.  We did not believe Mr Storey’s account that 
he had not used this phrase. We noted that most of his answers to the Panel around 
the alleged use of this phrase were about the fact that he considered the 
complainants to have pretty faces rather than that he would never have said it 
because it was a vile, abusive and demeaning term. 

Both complainants give an account of the very demeaning and abusive language 
that was used to them constantly by Mr Storey referring to them as psycho, mental, 
the repeated use of the word cunt, calling them a whore, and references to slut or 
slutty. Officer B records the abusive language that Mr Storey used to her when 
speaking of Officer A where he referred to her as psycho and that she had ruined his 
life. Mr Storey says it is correct that she had ruined his life but denies calling officer A 
psycho, but may have said that her behaviour was crazy or mental and irrational. He 
accepted that he may have said to Officer B that she was behaving just like Officer A 
but he denied saying that she was a psycho just like Officer A. However, PC Rawle 
in her statement refers to Mr Storey making out to everyone that Officer B was crazy. 
He was asked if he had ever referred to his first wife as mental and in reply said that 
she was the most unassuming and mild-mannered individual who would not say boo 
to a ghost. He was again asked if he told people his first wife was mental and he said 
he had no reason to tell anyone that; they had never gone to court after their divorce 
and he had no occasion to call her mental as everything was amicable, even to 
discussing money. However, the evidence from Mr Storey is at odds with the 
evidence we heard from PC Harmer who we found to be a credible witness, who 
knew both Officer A and had also worked with Mr Storey. She confirmed what she 
had said in her statement, that when she worked with Mr Storey, he had been going 
through a divorce with his first wife and would constantly be bitching about her and 
refer to her as mental. Mr Storey said that there was no substance to the claim by 
PC Harmer. We preferred the evidence of PC Harmer and find no reason why she 
would have invented or fabricated her evidence.  

PC Rawle records having seen the contents of messages from Mr Storey sent to 
Officer B and that some of them had a sexual element to them; that they would be 
abusive and although in her oral evidence she could not remember all the words 
used, she said that she could remember seeing a message where Mr Storey had 
called Officer B a slut. In his own evidence Mr Storey concedes that he called the 
complainants a cunt and in respect of the word slut denies that he called Officer B a 
slut but that he may have used the word in a nonsexual context such as “my slut” or 
as in dressing slutty. At page 813 prior to the end of the relationship with Officer B, 
we note a message that Mr Storey sent to her in which he says;” no you give me 
back my money in full or I will turn into the biggest cunt you have ever encountered!” 
Mr Storey also concedes that he had called Officer A a snake with tits but in 
evidence to the Panel said that this is only because she had called him a male 
equivalent but he could not remember what that word was. He also said he had not 
specifically called Officer A a snake with tits, but that he had said women were 
snakes with tits; he had not said it in a derogatory way but a generalised way. We 



find that Mr Storey did use derogatory, offensive and highly demeaning language to 
the complainants and about them. 

Overall, we found that both complainants gave a very detailed account of their 
telephone conversation which each other on 25/9/2017 which were in all material 
respects consistent and that given the very short timeframe in which the 
conversation occurred prior to the formal allegations being made by Officer A, that 
the evidence is supportive and consistent in all material respects and is not 
supportive of them colluding or embellishing their claims. It is acknowledged that 
some of the witness statements from witnesses to whom the complainants’ made 
disclosures contain inconsistencies, but not in respect of the substance of the 
material allegations. An example of this which we were referred to was the evidence 
of PC Elaine Graham regarding allegation 4B where there were some minor 
inconsistencies in the evidence (around whether Mr Storey had punched the bonnet 
of Officer B’s car or dented it by climbing onto it) in her statement from the account 
given to her by Officer B. However, PC Graham was giving evidence about an 
incident that had taken place in October 2015 in a statement made two years later 
and it is entirely credible that she may have forgotten or not accurately recalled some 
of the details but we did not find this undermined the credibility of her account which 
is consistent with that of Officer B as to the material facts alleged. We found PC 
Graham to be a credible witness giving an honest account the best of her ability as 
to what she had observed and what she had been told. 

Similarly, the fact that one witness may have recalled that Officer A said that she 
was locked inside the house rather than locked outside we did not find to be 
damaging and it was in fact Officer A’s claim that she had in fact also been locked 
inside the house. It was put to Officer A that she had not given a complete account at 
her interview of matters which she subsequently relies upon. However, we found the 
explanation given by Officer A entirely credible; we note that her interview on 
26/9/2017 with the Sapphire Unit was only 56 minutes in duration and she states at 
the outset of the interview that Mr Storey has abused her in every way possible 
physically, sexually financially and mentally and that he broke her to the point where 
she lost a stone half in weight and her hair fell out. It is then made clear to her by the 
interviewing detective officer that this is the Sapphire Unit so they are dealing with 
sexual offences and although the other matters are relevant the investigating officer 
says that at the moment, they wish to focus on the sexual side of what happened. 
We find Officers A’s claim that she thought she would also be interviewed by Essex 
Police who were the investigating force at some stage (the initial interview and, what 
transpired to be her only interview, being with the Met Police) to be entirely credible 
and that she was not afforded the opportunity to make a full and detailed account of 
everything that had happened to her during her relationship with Mr Storey. Her 
subsequent written statement which she is asked to provide is limited to her 
telephone conversation with Officer B and she is not requested to set out any other 
allegations.  

We will now turn to deal with the individual allegations. 

Allegation 1 

This allegation concerns an assault which Officer A says occurred on 30/10/2013 
when Mr Storey grabbed her by the throat, dragged her downstairs and threw her 



onto a table. There is evidence that Essex Police were called to the property as a 
result of a call by Mr Storey’s neighbours Mr and Mrs Chidgey whose statements are 
included in the bundle. The statement of Mr Chidgey records that he was woken by 
his wife who said that she thought Mr Storey had killed Officer A and that she had 
heard Mr Storey throw Officer A down the stairs and that his wife was so alarmed 
she decided to call the police as this was the worst argument they had heard. Mr 
Chidgey in his statement also refers to hearing frequent arguments between Mr 
Storey and Officer A, that it would sound if somebody was pushing or somebody was 
being thrown about. Mrs Chidgey records that on the night she heard continual thuds 
sounding like someone’s head hitting every stair and that was the assumption she 
had made in her head and said she thought that Mr Storey had killed Officer A. Mrs 
Chidgey also referred to hearing frequent arguments at other times, that she could 
often hear Officer A crying and that she heard Officer A say several times that Mr 
Storey was hurting her. 

We find the account given by Officer A entirely credible and is supported by the 
evidence of Officer B as to the type of assaults that Mr Storey inflicted on her. It was 
a very telling aspect of Officer B’s evidence that Mr Storey’s go to method of attack 
was to grab her throat. Officer A says that they had an argument in the bedroom, 
that Mr Storey had thrown a keepsake box across the room and smashed it into the 
wall, that he was shouting at her and had grabbed her throat with his right hand and 
that she had slapped him round face to stop him and she describes him as going 
mental at her; she was frightened and he took hold of the back of her head and 
dragged her down the stairs. She gave details in her oral evidence saying that as 
she was dragged down the stairs, she had noticed the cheap carpet which is the sort 
of detail that is unlikely to have been invented. The account of Mr Storey throwing 
the box against the room and then throwing Officer A against the table which then 
hits the wall is very consistent with the accounts given by Officer B of the frequency 
with which Mr Storey would damage property and his physical assault upon her. We 
also believe Officer A when she says that Mr Storey told her to put on an oversized 
jumper so as to hide the bruises and scratch marks which she had from the assault 
from the attending police. We noted that the report of Essex Police who attended 
and the statement of Sgt Bishop who recorded that Mr Storey was dominating the 
conversation which is consistent with her claim that Mr Storey had spoken in a very 
loud voice and was controlling the narrative and had referred to her emotional state 
due to the fact that she had disclosed previous sexual assaults and she was 
struggling mentally with this.  

Mr Storey’s account is that the argument had ensued because whilst he was playing 
rugby Officer A had discovered from his devices that he had been cheating on her 
and that he was met with a barrage of accusations; that there was a lot of shouting 
and banging about by Officer A and that she had come down stairs from the 
bedroom with a bag. He says that Officer A had slapped him once downstairs, that 
he had told her he would leave his own home and that she grabs him and said she 
does not wish him to leave. He says he was a bit bewildered because he had been 
slapped in the face and asked to leave his own home. He denies that he assaulted 
her or asked her to put on an oversized jumper saying that there was no time for her 
to have done so; that he had not disclosed the slap as it would have been 
catastrophic for her police career. He was asked in examination in chief why making 
disclosures to Essex Police about sexual assaults by others, which Officer A had 



recently reported was relevant to the argument which had been about cheating. We 
did not find Mr Storey’s explanation as to why he had recounted Officer A’s recent 
disclosures of sexual assault by other individuals to Essex Police to be credible 
when he could have said that the argument had just been about Officer A’s belief 
that he had been cheating on her. We find that the claim by Officer A that she had 
been induced by Mr Storey to make formal reports of assaults against her by other 
people which she had never previously thought of doing, had been done to discredit 
her and to label her as someone who was emotional as entirely credible. 

We were struck with the similarity in the account given by Officer B as to the 
circumstances surrounding the assault on her in allegation 4E where Officer B had 
defended herself from attack by Mr Storey, who had held her by the throat, throwing 
her against the door frame and she had scratched him whilst defending herself; had 
difficulty breathing and suffered a panic attack. Officer B records that Mr Storey had 
then gone into the bathroom and then come out to say that they could not call an 
ambulance as she would have to account for the scratches that she had given him 
on his face. We find that this is a pattern of behaviour where Mr Storey would control 
the narrative and events.  

Officer A referred to the disparity in size between them, she was at the time size 6 – 
8 as against the size of Mr Storey who she described as massive and the strongest 
man she had ever encountered, by his own evidence he accepted that he was 
considerably larger than Officer A and said that he played scrum for Met rugby. We 
found the account of Officer A entirely credible, supported by the account given by 
the neighbours and the by the accounts of assaults made by Officer B.  

We find the allegation proven as gross misconduct. 

Allegation 2.  

This is a very serious allegation of both vaginal and anal sexual assault which Mr 
Storey denies. However, we find the account of Officer A to be very credible, we note 
she had made an allegation of rape by Mr Storey to occupational health in 2016. Mr 
Storey cannot give any reason why Officer A would tell this to the counsellor in 2016 
if she had not been raped.  

There is also before us the statement of a beautician Joanne Lewis dated 11/1/2018 
(although Officer A cannot recall the conversation) who records that Officer A had 
disclosed during a waxing treatment that Mr Storey had forced himself on her the 
night before and had specifically mentioned anal sex. The witness sets out the 
physical changes she observed to Officer A’s body. Mr Storey denies that he would 
ever have anal sex with Officer A as she had told him she did not like it and that the 
date attributed to the conversation between Joanne Lewis and Officer A, if calculated 
from the date of the statement is wrong as the relationship had already ended. It is 
also submitted that the witness is not medically qualified enough and her evidence 
should be afforded less weight. However as submitted by Mr Waters, the witness in 
her statement is clearly referring to a period prior to the end of Officer A's 
relationship with Mr Storey which the evidence indicates ended substantially in the 
early part of 2014 with Mr Storey having begun his relationship with Officer B in 
August 2014. We therefore find that there is a clear link between the date of the rape 
and the conversation with the beautician which the witness clearly states took place 



before the end of the officer’s relationship with Mr Storey. Joanne Lewis states that 
at her next appointment (she records that the appointments were monthly) she was 
told by Officer A that their relationship had ended. Further we find that statement of 
Joanne Lewis can be afforded some significant weight, as she is not a friend of 
Officer A, she does not know Mr Storey, she is experienced in intimate waxing 
treatments and is likely to have observed and seen many areas of genitalia and she 
is specifically making observations in the changes she had noticed in the Officer A’s 
genitalia. Although Officer A may not recall having this conversation with the 
beautician, we find that there was very good reason why the beautician would recall 
such a shocking revelation. If Officer A was fabricating this allegation, it is more likely 
that she would claim to have remembered the conversation. We find this evidence is 
supportive of Officer A’s claim and constitutes significant physical evidence in 
support of her claim. 

Further we note that it is Officer A’s claim that it was during the rape that Mr Storey 
had used the phrase “I only fuck you from behind so I don’t have to look at your 
fucking ugly face”. Officer A gives a very detailed account of the rape; that the rape 
been preceded by an argument; she had clearly said she did not want sex and had 
turned her back to Mr Storey. She provided details such as locking eyes with Mr 
Storey in a mirror, that she was crying and that he would have seen she was crying, 
hearing someone in street laughing during the rape and her level of detail and recall 
are credible of recollection and not credible of invention. In her interview she said 
that there was no talking apart from Mr Storey having used the phrase about fucking 
her from behind. It is very striking that in the allegation of rape made by Officer B that 
she recalls that during the rape of her there had been no conversation. We also 
noted the statement of the next-door neighbour Mr Chidgey who recorded that he 
would often hear Mr Storey and Officer A having sex after arguments, “this would 
just be bed knocking I would not hear any noises of pleasure it was just silence”.   

It was put to Officer A that she had only made mention of a single instance of rape 
during her interview but her later disclosures referred to rapes. In her oral evidence 
Officer A said she had spoken of the time that she was sure that Mr Storey knew 
beyond all reasonable doubt that she did not want sex. She said in her interview and 
oral evidence that Mr Storey was a sex maniac who wanted sex all the time and this 
was something also supported by Officer B who stated to her that he wanted sex 
every day. We found that the account given by Officer A was detailed and she had a 
very good recall of events, the fact that she only referred to a single instance of rape 
at her interview and not further instances of rape which she now alleges, is not 
indicative of embellishment but of the drip feed of disclosure made by victims of 
domestic violence and which is indeed referred to by the family members of both 
complainants. 

We find that Officer A was raped by Mr Storey as she claims. 

We find the allegation proven as gross misconduct. 

Allegation 3. 

This is an allegation that during their relationship Officer A was subjected to 
controlling or coercive behaviour which included locking her out of the house when 
was unwell and refusing her water, isolating her from friends and family and 



monitoring her social media accounts and that the behaviour had a substantial 
adverse effect on her day-to-day activities. 

Once again, the accounts of both officers are highly supportive of one another with 
regard to the way they became distanced from friends and family, requirements to 
send photographs to show who they were with and where they were, repeatedly 
calling them mental, psycho, crazy, referring to them in highly offensive and highly 
derogatory language, physical assaults, damage to household goods and property, 
that they had to change their work patterns and had undergone physical and mental 
health deterioration. Mr Storey accepts that he described Officer A’s behaviour as 
mental but denies calling her psycho but this is inconsistent with the pattern of 
language that he used to describe both complainants and indeed his first wife. 
Officer B confirmed in her evidence that whilst in a relationship with Mr Storey he 
would frequently refer to Officer A as psycho. We have already found Mr Storey used 
derogatory and demeaning language in our general findings. 

We find the account of Officer A that she was requested to send snap chats with 
time and date details to show who she was with which is supported by the evidence 
from Officer B as to her having to undertake similar actions. Officer A at the time she 
was in a relationship had just graduated and was holding down three jobs and 
working as initially a Special Constable and we accept her account that Mr Storey 
told her to stop working as a waitress and undertaking promotion work as he 
considered the latter to be a slutty thing to do. We accept the evidence of Officer A 
that it was not worth going out because of the level of arguments that would precede 
and follow any proposed social events she might wish to attend and that she had 
eventually just stopped going out. 

Officer A gave a detailed account of when she was locked out of the house on a hot 
day having returned to Mr Storey’s home from work early as she was unwell. It is a 
very telling detail that she did not even have the key to the home which she shared 
with Mr Storey and that he refused to admit her or to give her a drink, throwing water 
at her from an upstairs window. The level of reduction in social contact is 
commented upon by friends and family of Officer A as are the changes in her 
behaviour and also her physical condition. A number of Officer A’s family referred to 
her loss of weight and loss of hair during the course of the relationship with Mr 
Storey. We were particularly struck by Mr Storey’s reluctance to acknowledge any 
deterioration in the mental health of either of the two complainants during his 
relationship with them notwithstanding that he had a particular role around mental 
health in his policing role in the borough where he was based and that during his 
relationships with both officers, he was suffering from depression himself. At the time 
of the relationship Officer A was aged 20 – 21 and by her own account was naive 
whereas Mr Storey was considerably older and experienced in both terms of life and 
policing. He attributed any change in Officer A’s mental or physical condition to 
problems with dieting and the impact of the sexual assaults which he had persuaded 
her to disclose. Both officers gave consistent accounts about difficulties Mr Storey 
had with finance and money and it is striking feature of both their claims that they 
both suffered financial loss as a result of taking out loans due to the fact that he 
himself could not obtain credit. This is particularly so in the case of Officer A at the 
time was undertaking her initial training and then qualified as a probationary officer 
would be earning considerably less than Mr Storey. We believe Officer A’s account 



that on some occasions she had to meet the entire cost of the rent on the property 
which he was renting and that he had effectively walked away from repayment of car 
loan which he had persuaded her to take out in her name.  

We also noted that Officer A said in her VRI interview that there was an occasion 
when they returned from Mr Storey’s leaving drinks from the night time economy 
team; that they had argued and on returning home and having gone to bed, he would 
not let her sleep in their bed and made her move on two occasions to his daughter’s 
room, the sofa and then told her to sleep on the floor  

In considering the totality of the evidence from Officer A and the supporting evidence 
of Officer B and statements from Officer A’s family and friends and the witnesses 
who heard evidence from, we find they show a remarkably similar pattern of 
controlling and coercive behaviour.  

We find that the allegation is proven as gross misconduct.  

Allegation 4 A-G; all of these allegations relate to Officer B. 

Allegation 4A. 

This is an allegation that on New Year’s Eve 2014 and into the morning of 1st of 
January 2015 that Mr Storey assaulted Officer B by hitting her around the head with 
a whiskey bottle. We preferred the account of Officer B who clearly states that this is 
the first occasion she had been hit by Mr Storey during their relationship and the 
occurrence on New Year’s Eve is likely to have made her remember the incident. Mr 
Storey says he never deliberately hit Officer B but her head may have made some 
contact with his hand when he was holding the bottle. It is accepted by Mr Storey 
that Officer B said to him that he had hit her but he stated that he had never asked if 
she was alright when he had been told that she had been hit. If Mr Storey, as he 
claims thinks that bottle may have accidentally made contact with Officer B it is more 
credible that he would have asked her if she was okay and the fact that he did not is 
more likely to be indicative of it being a deliberate assault than accidental contact. 

As already stated, we found Officer B to be a credible witness and her evidence is 
that there is a history of assaults on her by Mr Storey. Indeed, PC Graham attests to 
seeing bruising or scratch marks on Officer B when they would be changing in the 
female officers’ locker room and also to seeing red marks on her neck following an 
assault referred to in allegation 4B. 

In considering the totality of the evidence before us we find that the allegation is 
proved as gross misconduct. 

Allegation 4B 

This relates to an assault on around 12th of October 2015 in the car park at a patrol 
base where Mr Storey and Officer B worked. It is alleged that Mr Storey grabbed 
Officer B by the throat, pushed her into the car, grabbed her jaw and after releasing 
her jumped onto her car causing dents to the car bonnet. There is supporting 
evidence of the physical violence and injuries caused to Officer B following this 
assault. We have the evidence of PC Graham that she was contacted almost 



immediately after the assault by Officer B who was hysterical and confirmed that Mr 
Storey had assaulted her and that she, PC Graham observed red marks around her 
neck. Officer B gave a very clear and detailed account of the circumstances that led 
up to the assault which in fact happened on the day after her birthday, being a 
birthday that she also shares with PC Graham. Her account is in all material respects 
supported by the account of PC Graham. We note that the incident was triggered by 
Mr Storey finding a birthday card on Officer B’s windscreen that in fact had been left 
for her by PC Graham and the fact this event took place on the day after their 
respective birthdays it is more likely that they would both recall it. Officer B says that 
Mr Storey suspected that the card had been left by a man and it aroused his 
jealousy. 

In his evidence Mr Storey denies seeing a birthday card and says that an argument 
ensued around the fact that Officer B had refused to let him attend his work 
Christmas party but that hypocritically she was proposing to attend hers. Officer B 
says that there was an argument about this but that he was telling her she could not 
attend her Christmas party. We find that the explanation offered by Officer B being 
that Mr Storey had discovered the birthday card which he suspected of being 
possibly from a man and that Officer B was proposing to attend her Christmas party 
is a credible explanation for the trigger for the assault. 

We heard evidence from PC Graham, and as indicated earlier we found her to be a 
credible witness and her account supports that of Officer B in its material aspects 
although we accept that there are slight differences around how the dent to bonnet of 
car was caused but we did not find this undermined the core of Officer B’s claim that 
she was assaulted. As we have already indicated PC Graham is giving a statement 
about an event that had happened two years previously which she did not witness 
but only witnessed its aftermath in terms of observing Officer B’s injury and how she 
behaved after the assault. The claim by Mr Storey that the red marks could have 
been caused by the seatbelt we do not find to be in the least credible. Mr Storey had 
accepted that prior to the incident he had not observed any red marks around Officer 
B’s neck. We did not find Mr Storey’s account as to why he placed himself in front of 
Officer B’s car to be credible and that if he wished to de-escalate the situation, he 
would have stood to one side rather than putting himself in the path of her vehicle. 
Again, we note that this assault includes Mr Storey grabbing Officer B by the throat 
which she had in her evidence referred to as being his go to method of attack and is 
indeed a feature of many of the assaults made upon her by him. Officer B’s mother 
confirmed that she had seen the dents to the car bonnet.  

We find the allegation proved as gross misconduct. 

Allegation 4C. 

We found it that this was an allegation that was open to different interpretations and 
that it is possible that Mr Storey’s son may have referred to Officer B as weak in the 
context of her not being able to help him and that Mr Storey may have accidentally 
pushed past the officer. In the context of all the other assault allegations this was the 
least serious and on the balance of probabilities we did not find the allegation 
proved. 

Allegation 4D. 



This is an allegation that on 5 January 2017 following an argument that Mr Storey 
assaulted Officer B by grabbing her round the neck, throwing her down onto a bed 
pinning her down by her throat resulting in red marks around her neck. Mr Storey 
denies assault and says there was no physical altercation on the date. Both Officer B 
and Mr Storey agree that he was mentally depressed that day constantly crying. 
Officer B states that Mr Storey spent most of the day in his room crying and at one 
time she had gone up to see him and his young daughter was in the bedroom and 
that she told him that he should not be putting his daughter in that position and she 
should not have to see that. Officer B says that Mr Storey subsequently grabbed her 
by the throat and pushed onto the bed and strangled her. Officer B says that Mr 
Storey caused soreness around her neck and there were red marks. Mr Storey says 
at one point he had phoned his mother and they had discussed him going to hospital 
such was the extent of his crisis and that Officer B had been considerably less 
sympathetic told him to get a grip of himself. We looked at the statement of Mr 
Storey’s mother who we believe mistakenly dates this incident as 7 January 2017, 
and confirms that Mr Storey did telephone her and accused Officer B of being cruel 
to him and meaning him in front of his children and that he was distraught and she 
spent 20 minutes trying to convince him to leave and asked if she should phone the 
police. There is no mention by her of any discussion about Mr Storey going to 
hospital due to his mental distress. 

On balance we preferred the account of Officer B as it is consistent with the pattern 
of behaviour and assaults made by Mr Storey on her particularly when he suffers a 
loss of control. 

We find the allegation proved as gross misconduct. 

Allegation 4E. 

This allegation relates to an assault in May/June 2017 following an argument in 
which it is alleged that Mr Storey pushed Officer B out of the bed, grabbed her round 
the throat and threw her against the door frame and kept hold of her throat to the 
point that she had difficulty breathing. Mr Storey denies that the assault occurred. 

Both Officer B and Mr Storey accept that there was an argument on this occasion 
and Officer B says that Mr Storey was screaming at her and calling her names. Mr 
Storey accepts that he may have called her a cunt during the argument, Officer B 
says she cannot remember the trigger for the argument but describes Mr Storey as 
being in a mood and pulling the covers off her when they were in bed. She says she 
got up and said she would sleep in the spare room and that as she did so she bent 
down to pick up her phone charger and Mr Storey grabbed her and threw her against 
the door frame putting his hands around her neck and she could not breathe. She 
said she tried to fight him off and had said to him ‘I am sick of you putting your hands 
on me’ and he let go. She said that she collapsed on the floor and began having a 
panic attack and that Mr Storey began to panic and said he was sorry and he was 
going to call an ambulance and went to the bathroom but when he came back 
accused her of cutting her face and told that her the ambulance staff would want to 
know what had happened. Officer B accepts that she did scratch Mr Storey on the 
lips and neck when trying to fight him off as he had pinned her by the throat. Officer 
B says she did not tell Mr Storey not to call an ambulance because of the scratches 
she had made to his face. 



Mr Storey says that whilst in bed Officer B had thrown a glass of water over him, that 
he was the one who had tried to leave the room and she had blocked his way, had 
grabbed him and had challenged him by saying ‘Hit me fucking hit me’ and that he 
had asked her what the hell was wrong with her and that she had slapped him and 
tried to bite his nipple piercing and knee him. Mr Storey submitted 4 photographs of 
red marks on his neck and scratches to his lip sent via WhatsApp on 11 May 2017 at 
17.50 sent to his mother in which he says “this is what done to me last night”. 
The response from his mother is timed the next day at 9.14 in which she asks how 
the kids were this morning but does not otherwise comment on the photographs. 

On the balance of probabilities, we preferred the account of Officer B as once again 
her account is entirely consistent with pattern of behaviour displayed by Mr Storey, 
the grabbing of Officer B by the throat is a feature of many of the assaults made 
upon her by Mr Storey and is also feature of the assault on Officer A.  We also note 
that this is the first time the Officer B appears to have hit him and there is no 
previous history of her assaulting Mr Storey and we find that this was a defensive 
move. It is not credible that given the relative disparity in their size that Officer B 
would have attempted to prevent Mr Storey leaving the room when it was clearly her 
that wanted to sleep in the spare room or to have initiated the physical violence by 
assaulting him as she would likely want to de-escalate the situation by this time, she 
had already endured a number of assaults from him when he suffered a loss of 
control. We do not find it in the least credible the Officer B would have challenged Mr 
Storey to hit her or would have hit him without provocation. We find it more likely that 
her claim that she had said she was sick of him putting his hands on her to be more 
credible account. Once again, her account is consistent with the evidence of PC 
Graham who had over time observed Officer B with bruises and scratches when they 
were changing in the locker room and that when she asked about the injuries Officer 
B would say that she and Mr Storey had an argument. 

We find the allegation proven as gross misconduct. 

Allegation 4F. 

This allegation relates to an incident that occurred on 8 August 2017 which it is 
alleged that Officer B returned home from a counselling session and was assaulted 
by Mr Storey grabbed hold of her and threw her against a chest of drawers causing 
bruising to her leg and also punched a hole in a wardrobe. 

Mr Storey denies the assault or that he grabbed Officer B and threw her against a 
chest of drawers but he does accept punching a hole in a wardrobe during a 
particularly heated argument. Officer B submitted a photograph at page 855 onwards 
dated the day after the incident which we find shows significant bruising to her thigh 
although Mr Storey disputed that it was significant in the context of injuries that he 
had received from playing rugby. We find the photograph is strong corroborative 
evidence of the assault and that the bruising is likely to have been caused by 
considerable force. We did not find as is suggested by Mr Storey that she might have 
sustained the injury in the gym or playing with her son or whilst at work to be 
credible. There is also the admission by Mr Storey that he had lost control of his 
temper by punching a wardrobe and photographs of the damaged wardrobe appear 
at pages 860 onwards. We find that photographs appear to show more damage than 
a single punch and that considerable damage was caused to the wardrobe which 



required significant force. PC Rawle in her statement, states that she had seen the 
damaged wardrobe and describes the damage as significant and likely to have been 
caused by more than just one punch. Mr Storey says that he has never lost control of 
his temper except on this single occasion when he punched the hole in a wardrobe. 
As we have already referred to in our general findings, it is after this incident that the 
exchange of messages indicates that Mr Storey is seeking counselling for anger 
management. We do not find it credible that Mr Storey would seek counselling for 
anger management if there had only been a one-off single isolated loss of temper 
and that it is much more likely that he had extreme difficulty in controlling his temper.  

It is Officer B’s evidence that during this incident Mr Storey had said; “I am going to 
fucking kill you.” She says she thought this was it and that he was going to kill her 
and it was during this part of her evidence to the Panel that we observed that Officer 
B became extremely upset.  

On the balance of probabilities, we preferred the account of Officer B as once again 
her account is entirely consistent with pattern of behaviour displayed by Mr Storey, 

We find the allegation proven as gross misconduct.  

Allegation 4G. 

This is an allegation that sometime in 2017 during an argument Mr Storey pushed 
Officer B with force against a mirror on a wall. Officer B says she cannot remember 
the reason for the argument and referred to it as just being one of Mr Storey’s 
outbursts. She described having a floor to ceiling mirror that leaned against the wall 
and was not fixed in position and that she was grabbed by Mr Storey and thrown 
against it. This caused the mirror to move and scuff the paintwork. Mr Storey denies 
the allegation entirely. We note that PC Rawle had observed a big scuff mark on the 
wall of Officer B’s bedroom which looked as if there had been picture or mirror that 
had been pulled off. 

On the balance of probabilities, we preferred the account of Officer B which is 
consistent with pattern of behaviour displayed by Mr Storey and the history of 
previous assaults he had made on Officer B. 

We find the allegation proven as gross misconduct. 

Allegation 5 

This is an allegation of sexual assault by Mr Storey on Officer B around late 2015 or 
early 2016. Mr Storey denies the allegation and that he engaged in sexual activity 
with Officer B without her consent. 

We find that their respective accounts could not be more different. Mr Storey said 
that they had sex but it was consensual but they both agree that sex took place. 
Officer B says that she did not say no but in her VRI says she wasn’t forthcoming, 
that she was stiff, cringing wanted it to be over and done with. She said in her 
evidence that there was no foreplay, no conversation, she was stiff, rigid and 
unresponsive, that he took her clothes off and took off his own clothes and moved 
her from the sofa to the table and pulled her hair whilst having sex. She said in her 



evidence that she was too scared to say no because she knew where it would end 
up; in her VRI she said that it (refusal), “would always take a path and it was always 
the same path. It was always the rejection, the mood, the anger, the violence, it was 
not straight after”… In oral evidence when asked why she was too scared to say no 
she described a similar pattern, spiral downhill, low mood, abuse and then violence 
from Mr Storey.  Whilst giving her evidence about this incident Officer B was very 
upset, shaking and clearly very distressed, embarrassed and her response we found 
was in complete contrast to the manner in which Mr Storey gave his evidence about 
this incident. 

In contrast Mr Storey says that at every stage Officer B was consensual, fully 
responsive, had initiated the sex, was fully enthusiastic, engaged in foreplay and was 
the instigator, taking off her clothes and he recalls this incident as it was noticeably 
different from what he described as their usual prescriptive sex life. Mr Storey says 
that Officer B was fully engaged, it was good sex, she was moaning, he was 
moaning there was heavy breathing, it was good. He denies ever pulling Officer B’s 
hair as she did not like her hair being touched and was sensitive about it.  

Officer B says that Mr Storey acknowledged that the sex was not consensual as at 
the end of the sex act he said to her;” That wasn’t right was it.” and would not have 
needed to say this if she had consented to sex. Mr Storey in his evidence says that 
that he doesn’t think that he said “That wasn’t right was it?” but thinks it was more 
likely he said something along the lines of: “that wasn’t the best “ and she agreed 
that it wasn’t his best and that he hadn’t put in a 100% effort.  We do not find it 
credible that Mr Storey would make this comment if, as he says, the sex was good, 
better than their usual prescriptive sex. His explanation for the comment is that there 
was a loss of momentum when Officer B insisted that he undress fully and did not 
want to upset Officer B and risk her thinking that it was an issue about her 
performance rather than his. He says he had lost momentum and didn’t want sex but 
did not want to offend her. 

We prefer the evidence of Officer B and found it to be credible and consistent across 
her accounts given in interview and in her oral evidence. The comment which Officer 
B says that Mr Storey made about it not being right is entirely consistent with her 
account that the sex was not consensual. Officer B also gave evidence about Mr 
Storey’s rape fantasies which he had expressed on more than one occasion, which 
we found credible. We do not believe his account and find that this has been 
fabricated to provide an alternative explanation for what happened. In complete 
contrast to the manner in which Officer B gave her evidence about this incident Mr 
Storey was expansive, voluble and did not appear distressed when giving his 
evidence. 

We find that Officer B was raped by Mr Storey as she claims. 

We find the allegation proven as gross misconduct. 

Allegation 6 

This is an allegation that following an argument between Mr Storey and Officer B he 
threw his radio at the wall at his patrol base causing a hole in the wall. Mr Storey 
denies the allegation.  



We find the claim by Officer B credible as we have already found that Mr Storey 
causes damage to property when he is angry or suffers a loss of control. He has 
admitted causing damage to Officer B’s wardrobe (Allegation 4F). We note that 
Officer B provided a photograph of the wall of the patrol base which we find is 
supportive of her claim that the damage was caused by Mr Storey throwing his radio 
at the wall following an argument between them although she says she did not see 
him do, but that she heard a bang and then saw the damaged radio. 

We find that the allegation is consistent with a pattern of behaviour displayed by Mr 
Storey and which both complainants have referred to in their evidence. 

We find the allegation proven as gross misconduct. 

Allegation 7. 

This allegation is that after an argument with Officer B following a family birthday 
party Mr Storey smashed Officer B’s family photographs.  Mr Storey says that whilst 
moving out of Officer B’s property that he accidently knocked a single photo off a 
chest of drawers and it broke and swept the pieces into a neat pile so that she would 
not think he had taken it. 

Officer B submitted photographs of a number of broken photo frames which is 
consistent with her claim. He offers no explanation for the photographs and as 
submitted, the only explanation we find for his denial is that Officer B has damaged 
the frames. We do not find this credible. If he had only damaged a single frame as 
claimed we find it more likely that he would have left a note or sent a message and 
apologised which he says he did not do. 

We find that the allegation is consistent with a pattern of behaviour displayed by Mr 
Storey and which both complainants have referred to in their evidence. 

We find the allegation proven as gross misconduct. 

Allegation 8 

This is an allegation that during their relationship Officer B was subjected to 
controlling or coercive behaviour with deliberately limiting her contact with her friends 
and family, controlling her social media accounts, making degrading comments 
about her in front of her children and that the behaviour had a substantial adverse 
effect on her day-to-day activities. Mr Storey denies the allegation and, on the 
contrary, says that it was her who was controlling of him. 

Once again, the accounts of both officers are highly supportive of one another with 
regard to the way they were treated by Mr Storey. Officer B gave evidence that she 
had to come off her own  Facebook account, deleted male friends from Instagram, 
became distanced from friends and family, was required to send photographs to 
show who she was with and where she was, repeatedly called mental, psycho, 
crazy, referred to in highly offensive and derogatory language, suffered physical 
assaults, that there was damage to household goods and property, and that she had 
to change her role because Mr Storey did not like her working long hours with men. 



As result she has suffered mental health deterioration. She did not attend numerous 
social events because Mr Storey would make her life difficult if she did so. 

We find that Officer B’s claim is supported by evidence of PC Rawle who attested 
that she had to manage how she dealt with work calls when crewed with Officer B so 
as  to ensure that they could deliver food to Mr Storey on time and that she heard 
him use abusive language in phone calls and in texts to Officer B. PC Graham gave 
evidence that Officer B had to send photographs to Mr Storey when working late with 
her in the exhibits room to prove where and what she was doing and who she was 
with. In part Mr Storey admits that he called her a cunt and that he had said she was 
not a real woman because she could not have children whereas in her evidence 
Officer B says that he had said she was “fucking no good to anyone, nobody would 
ever want you anyway, you can’t even have children.”  We find that his language to 
Officer B repeatedly put her down and made her feel worthless. We heard evidence 
from Officer B’s mother that contact diminished, Officer B delayed responding to 
calls only doing so when Mr Storey was not around.  

Officer B’s evidence is that Mr Storey’s degrading comments became more and 
more frequent sometimes when the children were present. Given our general 
findings that Mr Storey frequently used demeaning and abusive language we find it 
entirely credible that this language was used in front of their respective children. We 
have already found that Mr Storey had made a threat to kill her and that she was so 
concerned by the threat of violence that a panic alarm was fitted. 

Officer B was a very experienced police officer who had undertaken a challenging 
front line role over a significant number of years prior to the relationship and she 
described that at the end of their relationship she felt isolated, lonely, worthless, 
walking on eggshells all the time, exhausted and didn’t know if she was coming or 
going. The medical evidence supports Officer B’s claim that she did suffer a 
deterioration in her mental health and her poor mental state  is also supported by the 
evidence in the CRIS report.  

We find that the allegation is consistent with a pattern of behaviour displayed by Mr 
Storey and which both complainants have referred to in their evidence. 

We find the allegation proven as gross misconduct. 

 
Finding on outcome including any aggravating or mitigating factors affecting 
the seriousness of the failures in standards 

The College of Policing Guidance on Outcomes in Police Misconduct Proceedings is 
a document that clearly sets out the stages of the decision-making process. We have 
applied those Guidelines and that process to our decision-making today. The first 
stage of deciding on the outcome is to assess the seriousness of the conduct. The 
second stage is to keep in mind the purpose of the police misconduct regime. This 
has three elements: to maintain public confidence in and the reputation of the police 
service, to uphold high standards and deter misconduct, and to protect the public. 
The police misconduct regime is not designed to punish police officers – it is about 
the reputation and standing of the profession as a whole. The third stage is to 
choose the outcome that most appropriately fulfils the purpose given the seriousness 



of the conduct in question. We were also mindful of the principles set out in R (on the 
application of the Chief Constable of Greater Manchester Police) v Police 
Misconduct Panel [2018] 11 WL UK 822 and Police Misconduct Panel v Officer “A” – 
Interested Party [2020] EWHC 1400 (Admin) which emphasizes the importance of 
following the structured approach as set out in the CoP guidance.   

We have started by assessing the seriousness of the conduct and have considered 
the harm caused by Mr Storey’s actions; the culpability borne by Mr Storey for his 
actions; the existence of any aggravating factors; and the existence of any mitigating 
factors. The Panel find that Allegations against Mr Storey are among the most 
serious that the Panel collectively and individually has heard and his misconduct has 
caused very serious physical, emotional and psychological harm to Officers A and B 
and has the potential to cause very serious harm to the reputational standing of the 
MPS and national policing in general and undermine public confidence. His 
behaviour has also damaged the confidence of female police officers working within 
the police service. With regard to culpability, we find that Mr Storey’s behaviour was 
deliberate, planned, targeted; that his conduct was emotionally exploitative and 
manipulative and of the utmost severity. The Panel finds there was a high degree of 
culpability by the Officer. 
  
The Panel found the existence of multiple aggravating factors being the motive of 
sexual gratification, exploitation of the complainants when he knew them to be 
vulnerable in terms of their age and rank and the impact of his behaviour on them, 
that Mr Storey was an experienced police sergeant, the disparity in age between him 
and Officer A who was at the beginning of her career was considerably younger than 
him in experience both in life and policing terms and the very serious physical and 
sexual abuse. Further we found that in addition to emotional exploitation Mr Storey 
exploited his relationships to secure financial advantage from both complainants 
notwithstanding that he was at the time earning considerably more than they were 
less and that they both incurred financial debts that he had encouraged them to 
incur. That he displayed a pattern of behaviour that was sustained and malign and 
has shown no remorse and has regarded himself as the victim.  
 

 With regards to mitigation no submissions were made in mitigation.  
 
The Panel then went on to remind itself of the purpose of police disciplinary 
proceedings which is to maintain public confidence in and the reputation of the police 
service, to uphold high standards and deter misconduct, and to protect the public. 
We find that the behaviour consisted of misconduct at the most severe level over a 
sustained period of time. We also noted the character evidence the Panel finds that 
this has very limited weight when balanced against the public interest in maintaining 
public confidence for the police service and the serious impact that his behaviour 
could have upon the public confidence in policing. 
   
We consider that it is fair, necessary and proportionate to make a finding that, had 
Mr Storey still been a member of the force that he would have been dismissed. 
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